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Abstract

The methods developed for secondary analysis of nested case-control data have been illustrated only in simplified settings in

a common cohort and have not found their way into biostatistical practice. This paper demonstrates the feasibility of

reusing prior nested case-control data in a realistic setting where a new outcome is available in an overlapping cohort

where no new controls were gathered and where all data have been anonymised. Using basic information about the

background cohort and sampling criteria, the new cases and prior data are ‘‘aligned’’ to identify the common underlying

study base. With this study base, a Kaplan–Meier table of the prior outcome extracts the risk sets required to calculate the

weights to assign to the controls to remove the sampling bias. A weighted Cox regression, implemented in standard

statistical software, provides unbiased hazard ratios. Using the method to compare cases of contralateral breast cancer to

available controls from a prior study of metastases, we identified a multifocal tumor as a risk factor that has not been

reported previously. We examine the sensitivity of the method to an imperfect weighting scheme and discuss its merits and

pitfalls to provide guidance for its use in medical research studies.
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1 Introduction

A case-control study is conducted in a well-defined source population (which can be a cohort) by sampling
individuals according to their outcome status: usually all cases of the outcome of interest are selected and a
defined number of controls (perhaps matched with the cases) are randomly sampled.1 In the nested case-control
(NCC) design, the controls are also matched on time, by sampling a defined number of controls at each time a case
occurs from those individuals who are still at risk at that time (i.e. the ‘‘risk set’’).1–3 This combines the significant
savings in cost and time of classical case-control studies with the benefit of the additional information in the time
aspect of a cohort design. The NCC design provides cost-efficient unbiased estimates of hazard ratios for measured
risk factors under the proportional hazards model, provided the controls are randomly selected at the case event
times within the strata defined by the matching variables and that there is no survivor bias for the unexposed
cases.2–4 This efficiency has led to widespread use of the NCC design in non-communicable and infectious disease
epidemiology.5,6 Other applications include the evaluation of screening and vaccination programs.7,8 As a result,
there is a large volume of NCC data available for potential secondary analyses, which are of increasing interest in
medical applications where data collection and/or measurement requires significant investment. However, the
controls from NCC studies cannot be readily reused to address a new research question due to the matching
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on the time of occurrence of the case’s outcome.9,10 To overcome this weakness of the NCC design, novel
approaches to reusing these controls have been developed in the last decade including the likelihood method of
Saarela et al. and the weighted likelihood methods of Salim et al.11–13 In the weighted likelihood, each reused
control is weighted by the inverse of his/her probability of being sampled to correct the bias induced due to the
matching on time in the prior study. All cases get a weight of one, reflecting the 100% certainty of being in the
NCC study. In contrast, controls get a larger weight, which make them representative of the number of similar
eligible individuals. The hazard ratios for risk factors can be obtained from a weighted Cox regression analysis.14

The variance estimator developed by Samuelsen for these weighted estimates is not easy to implement.15 On the
other hand, this estimator was shown to be in good agreement with an easy to implement robust variance
estimator that does not account for the uncertainty in the weights and that might lead to more conservative
inference in some circumstances.14,16 Such weighted analyses have been shown not only to be unbiased,17–19 but
also to have better efficiency than conditional logistic regression.18,19

The performance of the weighted method in reusing NCC data has been studied and documented through
simulation studies and illustrative data analyses of simplistic scenarios in the medical literature.12–14,20,21 All these
studies showed an increased efficiency of the NCC design when one uses additional controls that were previously
sampled to study another outcome/endpoint in the same underlying cohort.12,21 Støer and Samuelsen14 compared
different ways of calculating the weights and showed that the choice of the type of weights does not matter much.
Salim et al.13 explored the feasibility and efficiency of a potential study that gathered no controls at all, but relied
only on previously sampled data. While all these published studies agree on the gain in efficiency of reusing NCC
data, the methods have been largely ignored by medical researchers and have not found their way into routine use
by biostatisticians and epidemiologists.22 There is no published work of an application of the method to a setting
where the data have features typical of real research studies, such as cases and available controls being sampled
from different (but overlapping) cohorts and with different inclusion and sampling criteria. Salim et al. and Støer
and Samuelsen worked with both simulated data and real data, and had the advantage of being able to compare
the estimates obtained with several methods, either because they had access to the full cohort (with simulation
studies) or actually had controls sampled for the second (i.e. new) outcome which could be used in a validation
step.12–14,20,21 In our application, we go one step beyond Salim’s work by discussing the pros and cons of reusing
NCC data in a real situation (i.e. data gathered to address a real research question) where the second study did not
gather any controls, so that the only option is to reuse prior control data. We also clarify the conclusion of Støer
and and Samuelsen concerning the choice of weights, highlighting how the feasibility of calculating several types of
weights may depend on the data at hand. We provide a step-by-step description of when and how one can perform
a valid analysis and we compare the reuse of the sampled controls alone versus the reuse of the controls and cases
of the prior outcome as the reference group for the new outcome.

In this paper, we address the reuse of individuals from a prior NCC study of a different outcome, in the context
of anonymised data sets that do not have any identifier enabling their linkage to the cohort, as would be typical in
practice: the prior NCC data set, the cases of the new outcome being studied and the basic information for the
cohort from which these two were sampled are available in three separate data sets. We apply the weighted method
using standard software commands, describing in detail the steps involved in the data preparation, calculation of
the weights, and the handling of matching variables, and illustrating how each step is executed in our own
application.

2 Methods

2.1 Setting and design

2.1.1 Three data sets to handle

We consider a situation where a NCC study was previously conducted in order to investigate risk factors for a
defined outcome. This NCC study (which we will refer to as the prior NCC study) sampled cases of the outcome of
interest (i.e. the prior outcome) and controls from a well-defined cohort. For the sampled individuals, data on risk
factors of interest were collected, for example from interviews, questionnaires, medical charts or biological
specimens. The data were anonymised to ensure data protection for the individuals, so that the subjects
selected into the prior NCC study could no longer be linked to the cohort. In addition to information on dates
(of entry, both outcomes of interest, censoring events and last follow-up), both the cohort and the NCC data set
include the matching factors used to perform the sampling.

A second research question now arises concerning another (i.e. new) health outcome in an overlapping cohort,
for which investigators wish to study several potential risk factors that are available in the prior NCC data.
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We assume that cases for this new outcome have been selected, and after collecting information for the variables of
interest the data have been anonymised.

2.1.2 The contralateral breast cancer study

The cohort: All Swedish breast cancer diagnoses in the Stockholm-Gotland health-care region are reported to the
Stockholm Breast Cancer Register since 1976. In Sweden, such registers are used by researchers to identify cases of
interest and to subsequently sample control patients before assembling additional details, for example from patient
medical records in the hospitals. In our illustrative example, the underlying cohort from which all patients in the
data sets were selected consisted of the 32,153 non-metastatic breast cancer (BC) patients who were registered in
the Stockholm Breast Cancer Register from 1976 to 2008. In addition to recording the date of the BC diagnosis
and some other limited information (Table 1), patients in this register are followed up for metastases, contralateral
breast cancer, other malignancies, and death.

The prior NCC study: The ‘‘Metastases study’’ is nested in the Stockholm Breast Cancer Register described
above and was conducted to investigate genetic risk factors for metastases following an invasive BC. In this study,
BC patients from the register were eligible if they met the following criteria (Table 1, upper panel): a primary non-
metastatic breast cancer diagnosed during the period 1997–2005; age at diagnosis of BC at most 75 years;
chemotherapy and/or hormonal therapy prescribed as adjuvant treatment for the BC. Cases of metastases were
defined as patients who developed metastases at any time after the BC and before 2006. For each case, metastases-
free controls were selected who matched the case on time since breast cancer diagnosis, age category (<45, 45–54,
>54 years), intended adjuvant treatment (chemotherapy; hormonal therapy; a combination of the two), and a
dichotomous variable indicating whether the BC was diagnosed before or after the end of 2000. In this study, 191
metastases cases were included for whom a total of 615 controls were sampled. Data were extracted from the
medical records of these 806 patients for several covariates of interest, including parity, family history, histological
type of the initial breast cancer, and BC tumor multifocality (Table 1, lower panel).

Table 1. Inclusion criteria and available variables for the initial cohort, the CBC cases and the patients in the

Metastases study.

Initial cohort CBC cases Metastases study

Sampling criteria

First invasive BC diagnosis date 1976–2008 1976–2005 1997–2005

Age � 75 years

Intended treatment for first BC Includes chemo- or

hormonal therapy

CBC diagnosis date � 3 months after BC

Other malignancies No malignancy prior to BC

Available variables

Dates

First BC diagnosis Yes Yes Yes

Death Yes Yes Yes

CBC diagnosis Yes Yes Yes

Metastasis diagnosis Yes Noa Yes

Other malignancy diagnosis Yes Noa Yesb

Patient characteristics

Age at first BC Yes Yes Yes

Family history No Yes Yes

Parity No Yes Yes

Tumor characteristics and treatment

of first BC

Multifocality No Yes Yes

Histological type No Yes Yes

Intended adjuvant treatment Yes Yesb Yes

aNot permitted by the inclusion criteria.
bNot available in the study data set but retrieved by merging with the initial cohort.
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The new outcome: The new research question concerns risk factors for another (i.e. new) outcome, namely
contralateral breast cancer. Contralateral breast cancer (CBC) cases are defined as women having non-metastatic
invasive BC as a first malignancy, followed at least three months later by a non-metastatic invasive CBC as a
second malignancy.23 These cases are, by definition, included in the Stockholm Breast Cancer Register presented
above. The original aim was to investigate risk factors for CBC using a NCC design. A total of 853 CBC cases
were identified in the register and data on patient and tumor characteristics were extracted from the medical
records, including tumor multifocality (which has not been previously studied) and three exposures (parity, family
history and histological type of the initial breast cancer) that have been investigated in other published studies24,25

(Table 1). Age and adjuvant treatment were considered as potential confounders.26 When discussions about
control selection were under way, it was realised that the required information on exposure and confounder
variables was already available in the Metastases study. The main consideration was then the appropriate use
of the 806 available study subjects as a reference (control) group for the CBC cases. The use of these data was
approved by the Stockholm Regional Ethics Committee.

2.2 Preparation of the data sets

2.2.1 Alignment of the data sets

We propose to analyse cases of the new outcome by comparing them to a reference group of non-cases available
from a prior NCC study, all of whom were selected from the same background population. We will refer to this
reference group as the ‘‘available controls’’ to distinguish them from the ‘‘sampled controls’’ in the prior NCC
study. The first step of the data preparation is the ‘‘alignment’’ of the data sets to identify the common/overlapping
cohort, using the known inclusion/exclusion criteria. This overlapping cohort is the underlying study base from
which the prior NCC data and the current cases were both sampled, so that the (current) cases and available
controls can be combined in a valid analysis.

2.2.2 Alignment of the three data sets for the CBC study

Given that different criteria were used for selecting the CBC cases and sampling the patients in the Metastases
study (Table 1, upper panel), we describe here how we aligned these data sets and identified a common study base
from which the patients for both studies were sampled. To meet the inclusion criteria of the Metastases study, we
restricted the cohort of BC patients to those whose BC was diagnosed between 1997 and 2005, were at most 75
years old at diagnosis and whose prescribed adjuvant treatment included chemotherapy and/or hormonal therapy
(see Figure 1). To represent patients who could be selected for the CBC study, we further restricted to those with at
least three months of follow-up and who had no prior malignancy. The resulting cohort is the underlying study
base of 6867 patients from which all the cases and available controls for our analysis were sampled. Likewise,
all CBC cases were restricted to patients who had their BC in the study period 1997–2005, were at most 75 years
old at BC diagnosis and had received adjuvant treatment that included chemotherapy and/or hormonal therapy
(Figure 2). In parallel, patients from the Metastases study (the available controls) were restricted to those without
any prior malignancy (except BC) and with a three months minimum follow-up time from BC diagnosis (Figure 1).

2.3 Calculation of the weights

2.3.1 Kaplan–Meier type weights

To analyse the combined cases of the new outcome and the available controls from the prior NCC study using
weighted Cox regression, each individual must be weighted by the inverse probability of being sampled for either
study.12 The sampling probabilities are computed using the overlapping study base, which must contain a
minimum set of variables (i.e. entry and censoring/event dates for both outcomes) for all members. This basic
information is referred to as the ‘‘skeleton’’ of the study base.15 When there are matching variables (in the prior
study), the skeleton must also contain this information. The sampling probability for an individual sampled as a
control in the prior study depends on whether this individual is available to be sampled at one or more of the times
of disease occurrence of the cases, the number of eligible controls at each of these event times (i.e. the size of the
risk sets) and the number of controls who are sampled at each event time. The only one of these three components
requiring computational effort is the size of the risk sets. As the main criterion to sample the controls in the prior
NCC study was the elapsed time since a defined ‘‘time zero’’, the risk set sizes at each event time can be readily
calculated from the study base using a Kaplan–Meier table. If, in addition to time, controls were matched
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on additional variables, a stratified Kaplan–Meier table provides the appropriate risk set sizes in each of the strata
(see Appendix 1 for details).

The available controls get a weight which is the inverse of their sampling probability. By their weight, they
represent all the similar individuals who could have been selected. This weight will be 1 for the prior cases who
were sampled with certainty and> 1 for all the sampled controls except those few that were also cases, whose
weight will be 1. Cases of the new outcome receive a weight of one to reflect the certainty of being selected. If a
sampled control in the prior NCC study later became a case of the new outcome, they also enter the analysis as a
case with weight 1.

2.3.2 Weight calculation in the CBC study

In our application, we have the skeleton of the study base (a register at county level) with the basic information on
dates and matching variables that were used for the sampling in the Metastases study. For the CBC cases, the
sampling probabilities and weights are equal to one since all cases were included. The cases in the Metastases study
were also assigned a weight of one. The controls that were sampled for the Metastases study were selected to match
metastases cases. To compute their probability of being sampled, the Kaplan–Meier table was run on our aligned
study base using the metastases event times. To reflect the stratified sampling, we used a stratified Kaplan–Meier
table with 18 strata defined by the levels of the three matching factors. The weights were then calculated as
described in Appendix 1.

2.4 Statistical methods

2.4.1 Weighted Cox regression analysis

The main analysis of the potential risk factors for the new outcome uses a weighted Cox regression model with
weights as described above. All patients are included from their time of entry into the common study base.
Available controls are censored at the first of the following dates: censoring time (defined for the new outcome),
death or end of the study. The hazard function for patient i is given by: hi (tjxi, zi, b, c) ¼ h0(t) exp(b xi þ c zi)

(1)

Ini�al cohort

1976-2008

32153 BC pa�ents

(2)
Metastases study

1997-2005
(n=806)

191 cases , 615 controls
“meta” inclusion

criteria

(3)
CBC pa�ents
1976-2005

(n= 853)
“CBC”  inclusion

criteria

Study base
1997-2005
(n= 6867)

common criteria

106 CBC
cases

Available
controls

148 meta cases
380 non-cases

Figure 1. Alignment of the three data sets. The common criteria to align the three data sets were: study period 1997–2005, age� 75

years old, intended adjuvant treatment including chemotherapy and/or hormonal therapy, no prior malignancy and at least three

months of follow-up.

(1) The initial cohort included 32,153 BC patients from 1976 to 2008. The alignment led to a study base of 6867 patients.

(2) The initial data set of the Metastases study included 806 BC patients from 1997 to 2005 who were at most 75 years old, with

prescribed adjuvant treatment including chemotherapy and/or hormonal therapy. After alignment, the data set contained 528 unique patients.

(3) The initial data set of the CBC study included 853 CBC cases. Applying the common criteria led to a data set with 106

CBC cases.
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where xi is the vector of covariates of interest, zi is the vector of potential confounders (which may include
matching variables used in the prior study), and b and c are the corresponding coefficients.

2.4.2 Weighted Cox regression analysis in the CBC study

In our application, the time of entry into the study base was three months after the initial BC diagnosis date, which
is the ‘‘time 0’’ for all patients in the analysis. The available controls were censored at the first of the following
dates: any malignancy (including metastasis), death or end of the study. Note that those available controls who
developed metastases get a weight of 1 as they were sampled with certainty for the prior study. The exposures of
interest in our study were tumor multifocality, parity, histological type and family history (i.e. up to third degree
relative having BC), and the risks associated with these factors were to be adjusted for matching variables used in
the prior study that were potential confounders (age and adjuvant treatment). We also conducted the weighted
Cox regression analysis including only the sampled controls (n¼ 398) from the Metastases study. To measure the
effect on the estimates due to an imperfect reconstruction of the study base, we re-ran the analysis with weights
computed from the study base relevant only to the Metastases study, i.e. the study base which meets only the
inclusion criteria of the Metastases study rather than the study base common to both the CBC and metastases
patients. The results of our main analysis were also compared to those from a naı̈ve (i.e. unweighted) Cox
regression analysis.

Ini�al cohort
1976 – 2008

n= 32 153

Ini�al CBC cases
1976 – 2005

n= 853

Ini�al control data
1997 – 2005

n=806

M
et

as
ta

se
s 

 s
tu

dy
  c

ri
te

ri
a 

191 metastases
cases 615 controls

Restricted to:
1997 – 2005
& age ≤ 75

n= 10 155 n= 114 n= 806

Restricted to adjuvant
treatment including

chemotherapy or
hormonal therapy

n= 8151 n= 106 n= 806

�me since BC  ≥ 3 months

CB
C 

 s
tu

dy
   

cr
ite

ri
a

n= 8151

n= 7847 n= 106 n= 755

No prior malignancy

n = 657

Unique individuals

n= 6867

Study base relevant
to the analysis

n= 106
+ 72*

148 metastases
cases

380 controls

n=178 n= 528

Used to compute
the weights Data to analyse

Figure 2. Flow chart showing how the different sampling criteria for the Metastases study and CBC cases influenced the resulting

data sets.

*additional CBC cases in 1992-1996 included (see text).
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2.5 Statistical software

All data management and analyses were performed with the R statistical package (version 3.0.2). To extract the
Kaplan–Meier tables and run the Cox regression analyses, we used the survfit and coxph (with the option
‘‘weights’’) functions respectively, provided in the survival package. A robust variance estimator, which is
readily available in standard statistical software, is used to estimate the standard errors of the estimates from
the weighted analysis.

3 Results

3.1 Alignment procedure

3.1.1 General consequences of the alignment procedure

The alignment procedure described in section 2.2 restricts the three data sets to a common set of inclusion criteria.
As a result, the underlying cohort, the prior NCC data set and the cases of the new outcome will usually contain
fewer individuals.

3.1.2 Consequences of the alignment procedure for the CBC study

Restricting the underlying cohort to the study period 1997–2005 and to ages lower than 76 resulted in 10,155
patients, of whom 8151 fulfilled the criteria concerning treatment in the Metastases study (Figure 2, first column).
Further restriction due to selection criteria used in the CBC study resulted in a final study base of 6867 patients.
Fifty-one records from the control data set were excluded due to censoring within three months of their original
BC diagnosis and a further 98 due to other malignancies prior to BC. Since the weighted Cox regression uses
unique individuals,13 any control who had a CBC during follow-up contributed as a CBC case and our control
data set finally included 528 unique control patients (Figure 2, third column). The CBC cases were restricted with
the same criteria, but with a five-year extension of the study period (from 1992), as there were no major changes in
diagnosis nor treatment for breast cancer during this time. The final data available for analysis are from 706
unique patients, 178 CBC cases and 528 controls.

3.2 Weighted Cox regression analysis

3.2.1 General

The main analysis is a weighted Cox proportional hazards regression run on a data set in which the control data
includes individuals (both cases and controls) from a prior NCC study. A naı̈ve approach that conducts a Cox
regression of these data without weighting will result in biased estimates. The accuracy of the estimates could
depend on the ability to reconstruct the study base correctly. If data from a prior NCC study are available only for
sampled controls, this will result in only minimal bias of the estimates, as the controls contribute most of the
information to the analysis due to their larger weight.

3.2.2 Results for the CBC study

The estimates of our weighted Cox regression analysis are presented in the first column of Table 2 and suggest a
protective effect of parity and an increased risk for women with multifocal tumors, non-ductal histological type or
positive family history. Similar estimates were obtained when considering only the sampled controls from the prior
NCC data set (Table 2, second column). The adjusted estimates of risk from our main analysis are similar to those
obtained using weights computed from an imperfectly reconstructed study base (i.e. the study base relevant to the
Metastases study) (Table 2, third column). The naı̈ve unweighted analysis provided slightly biased estimates for
the risk factors and strongly biased estimates for the confounders (Table 2, fourth column).

4 Discussion

This study presents in detail the application of weighted Cox regression in a situation where individuals from a
previous NCC study serve as controls to address a new research question in an overlapping cohort. We have
shown how to implement the method with simple commands available in standard statistical software in the
realistic setting where data sets have been anonymised and do not have any common identifier with the cohort
from which the individuals were sampled. Using the method to investigate risk factors for CBC, we obtained
estimates consistent with the literature for a number of risk factors and found evidence of a higher risk of CBC for
multifocal tumors, a risk factor that has not been previously reported.
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Our work demonstrates that when case and control subjects are selected from an overlapping cohort, even with
different sampling criteria, it is possible to reuse prior NCC data to address a new research question, provided
information is available on the event times and matching factors that defined the sampling strategies for the prior
study and the new cases, so that the common underlying study base can be defined. A naı̈ve unweighted approach
will provide biased estimates due to the available controls being unrepresentative of the appropriate control
population as a result of the matching in the prior study. It is difficult to judge in advance the extent of the
bias for the main exposure(s), but one could expect serious bias in the matching factors, as they contribute to the
sampling and thus to the unrepresentative control data.27 In contrast, the coefficients of the exposure variables
from the weighted or unweighted analysis are both adjusted for the confounding by the matching factors so that
any bias is a consequence of inadequate adjustment. Thus one might expect more serious bias in the coefficients
where confounding effects are large. In our study, the risk factor estimates were only slightly biased while the
estimates for age and adjuvant treatment (the matching factors in the prior study) were more seriously biased as
expected. The low bias in the risk factor estimates is consistent with small confounding effects due to the matching
factors. The lack of bias from using only the sampled controls was also highlighted in our study (Table 2) where
there was no noticeable difference in the estimates.

The ability to reuse control data provides not only statistical efficiency but the potential for significant savings
in cost and time. In our case, we saved the time and cost which would be needed to first request government
authorities to conduct a data linkage to identify suitable controls, and then collect and record clinical details for
528 patients from their individual medical charts in the hospitals. The procedures for data linkage and access
have strict and time-consuming protocols and the retrieval of clinical data is a laborious exercise, so it makes sense
to avoid expending similar effort in new data collection if the existing data are appropriate to the research question
at hand and can be validly reused. When the collection of the data involves biomarker measurement, the savings in
reusing previously collected data are even more obvious, as in addition to the identification and recruitment of

Table 2. Adjusted risk estimates: hazard ratios (HR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) from Cox regression

analyses.

Risk factors

Main

analysisa
Sampled

controlsb
Study base

for metastasisc Unweightedd

Non-multifocal tumor (ref.) 1 1 1 1

Multifocal tumor 1.99 2.03 1.98 1.60

(1.07, 3.70) (1.08, 3.81) (1.07, 3.70) (1.06, 2.41)

Nulliparous (reference) 1 1 1 1

Parity 0.40 0.37 0.39 0.79

(0.18, 0.89) (0.16, 0.85) (0.18, 0.86) (0.47, 1.33)

Ductal histological type (ref.) 1 1 1 1

Non-ductal histological type 2.09 2.11 2.11 1.78

(1.21, 3.59) (1.22, 3.67) (1.22, 3.66) (1.24, 2.57)

No family history (reference) 1 1 1 1

Positive family history 1.91 1.93 1.92 1.48

(1.11, 3.28) (1.12, 3.34) (1.12, 3.32) (1.04, 2.11)

Chemotherapy (reference) 1 1 1 1

Hormonal therapy 0.71 0.72 0.65 1.94

(0.39, 1.26) (0.40, 1.31) (0.36, 1.16) (1.24, 3.05)

Chemo þ Hormonal therapy 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.73

(0.30, 1.07) (0.30, 1.09) (0.30, 1.07) (0.43, 1.26)

Age< 45 (reference) 1 1 1 1

Age 45–54 1.23 1.25 1.16 1.61

(0.62, 2.44) (0.62, 2.50) (0.58, 2.32) (0.96, 2.73)

Age> 54 0.96 0.94 0.93 1.17

(0.49, 1.88) (0.48, 1.85) (0.48, 1.81) (0.69, 1.96)

aResults obtained from a weighted Cox analysis, adjusted for assumed confounders and with weights computed by stratified

Kaplan–Meier analysis.
bSame as main analysis with the 398 sampled controls only.
cSame as main analysis with weights computed with the imperfectly reconstructed study base, i.e. the study base relevant to the

Metastases study (see Figures 1 and 2)
dNaı̈ve unweighted analysis adjusted for assumed confounders.
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study participants, the costs associated with collection, pre-processing, storage and measurement of biological
specimens are all avoided. Another advantage of our method is that the analysis handles the entire set of cases and
available controls, whereas in traditional NCC studies, the conditional logistic regression cannot accommodate
unmatched cases or controls, or case-control pairs that are concordant for exposure. Thus in some settings, an
analysis that reuses control data can have better statistical power than the traditional approach. Efficiency gains
from novel use of controls from NCC settings have also been reported for the estimation of population exposure
prevalence.28 However, in addition to its simplicity of implementation, conditional logistic regression offers
another important advantage, as it does not need to model the matching variables, which can be a challenge
with the weighted method when the matching variable is a highly stratified categorical factor.

In practice, the prior NCC study and the new cases will rarely be sampled from exactly the same underlying
cohort, so that the reconstruction of the appropriate study base must be done with care. For example, it may not
be possible to precisely define the common study base due to missing information on some exclusion criterion for
the prior study. However, an imperfectly reconstructed study base should not be a problem if the underlying
cohort is large, as the risk sets will be large at all event times (even within the matching strata), and the weights
thus not sensitive to small changes. An imperfectly reconstructed study base could, however, be an issue in small
cohorts. We compared the results of our weighted analysis with those obtained using the study base from which
the metastases cases were sampled rather than the correct common underlying study base. Although this imperfect
study base comprised 19% more patients, our estimates were essentially the same (Table 2) as both study bases
were large and rather similar, providing large risk set sizes at any event time, even after stratification.

An important strength of the weighted method is that it can be implemented using simple commands available
in standard statistical software: a straightforward Kaplan–Meier table, which requires no parametric assumptions,
is used to identify the risk sets from which the weights are readily computed and a weighted Cox regression of cases
and controls provides valid estimates. Since the role of the study base is only to provide the weights, the necessary
information can be obtained from de-identified data that may even be grouped, which is a further benefit. In the
situation where all data are in the same data set so that the sampled controls are identifiable in the cohort, our
approach is still valid though one could also take advantage of a recently developed R package (multipleNCC) that
can analyse such data.29,30 We used the flexible R statistical software to perform all steps of the analysis.
Other software such as SAS or Stata can also be used, as the data preparation involves only simple commands
and the calculation of the weights is based on a Kaplan–Meier table which is provided by all standard statistical
software. The manipulation of this table involves only basic operations to compute the weights used for the
weighted Cox regression.

In our study, only categorical matching was used. In studies using caliper matching, one can still use the
Kaplan–Meier type of weights with suitable categorical grouping, provided that the matching is not too close.
For fine matching, other methods would be more appropriate, such as the so-called GLM- or GAM-weights.21,27

However, such weights predict the sampling probability using models that require all cohort members to have a
variable that indicates if they have been sampled for the previous NCC study. An advantage of the Kaplan–Meier
type of weights is that this sampling indicator is not required to calculate the risk sets sizes so that a weighted
analysis can be conducted even when data are anonymised, as in our situation.

The method presented in this paper has some limitations. We assume covariates to be measured at baseline,
which in our case was the date of diagnosis of breast cancer. However, the NCC design is also valid when time-
dependent exposures are involved but it is important that exposure is measured at the same time for a case and
their matched controls.31 Since the available controls from a prior NCC study will have exposure measured at
different times than the cases in a new study, the weighted method would require extension to accommodate such
data if there is a question of the stability of the measure over time. An important example is when the exposure is a
biomarker that was determined by a laboratory analysis, where the biological samples of a case and the matched
controls are analysed together to control for batch effects, as it has been shown that where there are strong batch
effects the weighted method could lead to biased estimates.32 Another limitation of the method is that if there is
insufficient overlap of the cohorts from which the two studies are sampled, the common underlying cohort may not
be large enough to have sufficient power, further reducing the precision of the estimates. In our case, the
Metastases study was performed in a restricted study period (1997–2005), so although we had information for
CBC patients from 1976, the alignment of our data resulted in a significant reduction in the number of CBC cases
available for analysis. We included CBC cases from 1992 to improve statistical power, arguing that during this
five-year extension (1992–1996), there were no major changes in BC diagnosis or treatment. This was supported by
a sensitivity analysis of the 106 CBC cases and 528 available controls from 1997 which provided similar estimates
but with an expected loss of power (data not shown). Thus our conclusions concern women who were diagnosed
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with their initial breast cancer between 1992 and 2005, although the available controls are from 1997 to 2005.
For these conclusions to be valid, patients diagnosed with BC between 1992 and 1996 must be similar in all aspects
to patients diagnosed after 1996. We would not recommend doing such a time-extension as a general rule, as it is
based on assumptions that are context-specific and can lead to difficulties in interpreting the estimates.

Before implementing the method presented here, researchers should assess the feasibility and validity using the
following considerations: (i) the cohort must be well defined, as must the sampling criteria for the prior NCC study
and the new cases; (ii) for all members of the cohort, complete information must be available for a minimum set of
variables (entry and censoring/event dates for both outcomes) and this basic information must also include the
matching factors if the first study used matched sampling; (iii) for individuals included in the prior NCC study,
their status should be known at the final date of the new study; (iv) the controls (for the prior NCC study) must
have been randomly selected within the strata defined by the matching variables and, conditional on the complete
covariates, any missing exposure information must not depend on the unobserved value, i.e. they must be ‘‘missing
at random’’; (v) the covariates of interest for the new outcome must not only be present in the data collected for
the prior NCC study, but also defined/measured the same way. In addition, as the alignment of the data sets to
common criteria reduces the number of subjects, there is a greater potential for advantage from reusing data from
a NCC study with fewer exclusions, for example regarding age or study period. A prior study that sampled a larger
number of controls per case will also provide more potential information for reuse, enabling more new cases to be
studied. It should be noted that to achieve similar efficiency as a regular 1:m NCC study, the ratio of available
controls to new cases may need to be>m, as these reused controls may be less informative.13

As NCC studies are traditionally analysed with conditional logistic regression, follow-up dates are not always
routinely collected. Being aware of the potential to reuse their NCC data for other studies should prompt
investigators to pay attention to important dates during data collection. In our example, if we did not have the
last follow-up date for the sampled controls and had used the date of sampling as a proxy, this would influence
both the weight calculation and the Cox analysis, resulting in biased estimates (data not shown).

Regarding the clinical findings of our study, our analysis enabled the identification of multifocality as a new risk
factor for CBC. This finding is consistent with the literature where multifocality is associated with the higher-risk
lobular histological type.33,34 We also found that parity is protective against CBC and that positive family history
and non-ductal histological type are associated with an increased risk, findings that are consistent with other
published work.23–26

In summary, this paper illustrates how data from a NCC study can be reused to address a new research
question, provided basic information is available for the underlying cohort and the sampling scheme, and the
controls are appropriately weighted in the analysis. The proposed method can be used even in a situation where all
data are anonymised. By making more efficient use of existing data resources, the availability of this method of
analysis can result in significant savings in the cost and time required to gather new controls.
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Appendix 1. Computation of the Kaplan–Meier type weights

Assuming a sampled control i was followed up from a starting time si until time Ti and was eligible as a potential
control at all event times during this interval, the probability (pi) for i to be sampled at least once during the
study depends on the probability of selection at each event time between si and Ti, which in turn depends on
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the risk set size (Rj) at each event time (Tj), and on the number of controls (mj) sampled at Tj. The probability of
not being sampled at all13,15 is:

1� pið Þ ¼ �j, si�Tj�Ti 1�mj= Rj � 1
� �� �

ð1Þ

where the product is taken over all events (i.e. cases) j occurring at times Tj.
In the case of stratification, the risk set sizes and thus pi need to be computed as above in each of the strata.
Thus, to calculate the weights for reused controls from studies with or without matching, the required steps

are as follows:

No matching

1. In the appropriate study base, define the outcome for which the controls were originally sampled (i.e. the prior
outcome).

2. Generate a Kaplan–Meier table. In R, this is obtained by running the survfit command on the Surv object
created from the data in 1.

3. The Kaplan–Meier table output provides the sizes of the risk sets (Rj). In R, summary (survfit) is a ‘‘list’’ that
can be converted into a two-column data frame to enable processing of the two variables required for the
weights (event times Tj and risk set sizes Rj). This data frame is expanded with the additional columns
computed at each of the following steps.

4. For each Tj, calculate (1 – mj/(Rj –1)), with mj the number of controls selected at Tj.
5. For each event time, compute the probability of not being sampled using the cumulative product in equation

(1). This is run in R with the cumprod command.
6. Subtract the probability in step 5 from 1 to give the probability of being sampled.
7. For each control i, identify the last event time Tj for which he/she was at risk and assign the weight by taking

the reciprocal of the probability corresponding to j.

With matching variables

Where the original nested case-control study used matching factors, a stratified Kaplan–Meier table is generated in
step 2, and all operations in the subsequent steps are performed within each stratum, with step 3 requiring
additional lines of code to transform the ‘‘list’’ into a data frame that includes the stratum identifier in an
additional column. The cumulative product in step 5 can be computed within each stratum using the command
ddplyr from the plyr package.
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